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R8 Get electrified.
A Super car with a gigantic ICE, gets ready as an all-electric
super car. This is part of the Germans luxury car brand
electrification strategy. This could also be the electric halo
model for the brand Audi.
Audi R8 is expected to come underpinned by the SSP Sport
Architecture, which has been co-developed by Audi and
Porsche. This replaces the J1 architecture which is currently
housed by Taycan and E-tron GT. Audi could also opt the
vertically stacked battery design, behind the seats, which is
being designed for Cayman and Boxter.
R8 also is the most searched super car with 22.53 million
searches over the last 12 months. Followed closely by
Lamborghini Urus.
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Another Edition of Luxtter. We have a new section this edition 'Connoisseur Talk', connoisseurs in luxury penning
their thought exclusively for Luxtter. This edition we have Khawer Carr (Founder and CEO of Xanadu Luxury group
and LAB) and Abhay Gupta (CEO of Luxury Connect) sharing their views. Dont forget to read the section beyond
Luxility, something interesting.  

'I believe that style is the only real luxury that is really desirable'
-Giorgio Armani
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Mercedes Benz - Virtual Show Car
Chief Designer Gorden Wagner has the first ever all-
virtual show car on his Instagram. The hashtags used
in his posts directs the showcase to a debut during the
2022 League of Legends World Championship
between September 9 and November 5.
The show car appears to be an exaggerated version of
the Mercedes-AMG Concept. 
Automakers across the world have been increasingly
using new-age technology such as VR and AR to
showcase the future of cars.
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Setting Trend for the next Decade of
Super Cars.
What a summer! For us in the luxury automotive business,
we have seen the launch of several hypercars that will set
the trend for the next decade for future supercars. First we
had the eye-watering limited edition Bugatti Mistral which
will be the last Bugatti to have a W16 powertrain.
Koenigsegg also announced a new model called the CC850,
and in true Koenigsegg style the exterior is rather
minimalistic, no sharp edges or wild vents or spoilers. If
you're looking for something that is extreme, then Pagani
has you covered with their brand new Utopia, which, in true
Italian style, looks fantastic.

It is great to see that we still have these top tier hypercar
brands being able to bring innovation and new technology
which of course will get passed down to the supercar
brands, which is very exciting. The next generation of
supercars will be lighter, faster, and more thrilling than
their predecessors. I just hope that the design team can be a
little more creative with their ideas, like the hypercars. For
example, the Ferrari Roma is a fantastic car, but just looks a
bit boring. Similarly, the SF90 has an exterior design that's
a little bland and the rear end looks like a Corvette.
Lamborghini has the same problem as well, especially with
the Countach, which in my opinion was just lazy; it is an
Aventador with a different body; I mean really? What
happened to building and designing something true to the
classic?
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'Time and Silence are the most luxurious things today'

-Tom Ford

Khawer Carr

Founder and CEO of Xanadu Luxury Group and the LAB - Luxury Advisory Board
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Italian super-luxury carmaker Automobili Lamborghini
reported its best-ever sales performance of 69 units in India
in 2021, a growth of 86 per cent over the previous year. “We
have entered 2022 with a very strong order book. From
what we have seen in the first five months, the trend looks
positive.” Says Lamborghini India Head Sharad Agarwal.

“Post covid we have seen a huge comeback from the market.
Our demand currently is one of the best ever demands we
have seen in our existence in India. During the first quarter
we did close to 4000 cars and now with an order bank of
five thousand cars we have been moving forward. This kind
of strong booking, order bank, we have never seen in the
past”, said Santosh Iyer , Vice President sales and
marketing, Mercedes Benz India.

A similar trend can be spotted across other luxury
automotive players ranging from a Audi to a BMW and
beyond. Quite clearly, the future of Luxury automotive in
India looks more than bright. So what really is driving this
growth?

The Growth Drivers: 

• Post covid consumer behaviour indicates a shift towards
‘all things beyond the best’ with a YOLO impact. Why wait –
do it now or ‘Kal ho na ho’ phenomenon.
• India has the second highest number of billionaires in the
world.
• There has been great expansion in the customer base,
especially from tier II & tier III markets. 
• Mostly first generation entrepreneurs, the buyers are
generally young and brimming with confidence.
• Innovating finance options and trade in facilities offered by
the OEM’s is encouraging the audience to stretch their
budgets.
• Pre- owned Luxury cars have also emerged as a niche
segment and is further driving growth.
• There has been localization of luxury car manufacturing
which has resulted in cost reduction.

All things beyond the best

Abhay Gupta04CEO - Luxury Connect

Connoisseur Talk

Future trends being adopted by most automotive players: 
A 21st century Luxury car brand needs to understand the fact that consumer expectations for luxury cars are rapidly
evolving and are spurred by luxury brands beyond automotive. Luxury has fast grown into a ecosystem of similar
expectations across product categories. The automobile is perhaps the single largest visible announcement of their
renewed and repurposed lifestyle.

• Modern Luxury dictates behaviour that is socially and environmentally responsible. The customer is looking towards
standardized brand treatments globally, while at the local level features related to local connectivity have become a
norm. 
• In other words the luxury consumer today is looking forward to simplicity, Omni channel reach, experiential
diversity and customization.
• There is this general trend of SUVs dominating the Luxury market. Almost all brands are sprucing up their offers in
this segment.
• EV is coming main stream. Governments all over the world are encouraging this move. As a matter of fact, Mercedes
recently opened bookings for EQS 580, India's first locally-assembled luxury EV.
• The best way to avoid death is to prevent accidents and auto engineers are actively working on the same. Pre-
collision prevention systems, blind spot detection, voice commands, retina detection are a few technological
advancements being introduced by Luxury cars. Soon we would also find cars which would detect if the driver is drunk
and would prevent speeding.        Contd...
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• Cars will be capable of mapping the position of objects
through satellites and park themselves in a given space. 
To conclude, one could summarise to say that today, cars
have come to represent computers on wheels. They not only
take one from point A to B, they also keep a watch over one’s
safety besides also entertain during the drive. Operations
have become so simple that they can be done with the wave
of a hand alone. The trend in Luxury car industry is more
towards personalised service, customization of vehicles, shift
to EV, low on emission, digitization of cars, use of artificial
intelligence and maintaining global standards with local
tastes and interaction. Also one must not forget simplicity of
distribution, Omni channel retailing and a major thrust on
online retailing.  
However, even when intelligent cars are the next in thing,
customization and personalised service also need to be given
equal importance.  Human touch is true luxury.        
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Young, Fast and Super
Whether it's super sports cars, electric cars or luxury saloons,
models are being snapped faster than ever before, according
to the industry. High-end cars from Mercedes-Benz,
Lamborghini, Rolls Royce, and Porsche among others are said
to be enjoying unprecedented demand.

On average, at least two Indians have been spending more
than ₹2-2.5 crore daily on supercars in 2022. The super
luxury cars is set to more than double in this calendar year to
600-650 vehicles.

There is an "all-time high demand" for Mercedes-Benz super
luxury cars costing more than ₹2 crore in India, comprising
the Mercedes-Maybach, the high-end AMGs and the G-Class

The number of ultra high-net-worth individuals or UHNIs in
India grew 11% in 2021 to 13,637 from the year earlier, the
fastest pace in the Asia-Pacific region, according to Knight
Frank Data. The number is expected to rise 39% between
2022 and 2026.

Are we looking at Koenigsegg and Paganis of the world to hit
Indian roads soon. McLaren has already set foot in India.

06
4 New Cars with Petrol mild - Hybrid
Power train by VOLVO

Swedish luxury vehicles manufacturer Volvo Car
India, launched its latest range of petrol mild-
hybrid cars in India. The company’s 2023 line-up
includes the petrol mild-hybrid version of its
flagship SUV XC90, mid-size SUV XC60, compact
SUV XC40, and its luxury sedan S90.
With these new introductions, Volvo India has
completed the transition for all its domestic car
portfolio to Petrol mild-hybrids models, moving
closer to its strategy of becoming an all-electric
company by 2030. Volvo also revealed that it
would be launching a new electric car each year
starting in 2023.
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Robot CEO
Dictador has just announced hiring the first world
ever AI robot as a CEO of a global company. The
new CEO is a human-like robot, incorporating AI.
The robot is a woman, named Mika. She will be the
official face of Dictador, the world's most forward-
looking luxury rum producer. This bold move
consolidates the company's position as one of the
most advanced and thought-leading organizations
globally. It underlines the brand's passion for new
technology and offers a positive disruption by
bringing the future to what can still be a very
traditional world.
Mika is a female, more advanced version of her
sister prototype, Sophia, 'activated' in 2015 in
Hong Kong, by Hanson Robotics Ltd. The first CEO
female robot will be a board member, responsible
for Arthouse Spirits DAO project and
communication with the DAO community, on
Dictator's behalf. A contract with the world's first
ever AI CEO robot was signed on the 30th of
August, launching her official career in Dictador on
September 1st, 2022.
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Balenciaga's Storefront vandalised
by Gucci?
 If you were wondering why there's a spray paint of the
text "Gucci" over Balenciaga's storefront at Paragon on
Orchard Road, this marked the launch of Balenciaga's
Hacker Project in collaboration with the Italian label,
pop-up and pop-in stores globally.
Balenciaga and Gucci introduced the Hacker Project
during their spring 2022 shows, with firstly, the Gucci
series introducing cross-branded Gucci merchandise that
featured the Balenciaga signature. Second came the
Balenciaga series which combined Gucci codes such as its
enduring colorways, luggage details and logo patterns,
with recognizable Balenciaga structures and styling
throughout the merchandise.
The Hacker Project has now been introduced in 74
physical spaces worldwide with Balenciaga pieces that
reinterpret Gucci codes and in so doing, question the idea
of branding, appropriating and counterfeiting. Stand-
alone pop-up stores and transformed Balenciaga store
spaces will take creative approaches to present the
project’s ideas and products — cross-branded ready-to-
wear, accessories, bags and cases. Each physical launch
highlights special activations and exclusives that
transform surrounding areas and recontextualize the
brand, further investigating the Hacker Project’s themes.

Introducing BLCK Car-D, Gift Luxility this time


